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Recently Kastovsky (2009) suggested “that compounding, affixation, clipping, and blending should be regarded as prototypical patterns arranged on a scale of progressively less independent constituents ranging from word via stem, affixoids, affix, curtailed word/stem to splinters as constituents of blends, and finally acronyms (letter combinations).” In this paper ‘combining forms’ and processes of clipping and blending will be studied to argue in favor of a dependency cline and secondly to show how this cline works.

Essential for all these three morphological formations is a process of secretion:

(1) **combining forms**
entrepreneur
info-preneur
home-preneur

(2) **clipping**
information
airplane
frugal

(3) **blending**
picture + element
frugal + google

First will be discussed how the resulting segments have been isolated. It will be shown that the processes of truncation are less irregular than it may seem. Preferred word and syllable structures turn out to be essential. Subsequently secretion usually appears to form a part of a process of reanalysis.

At the moment a form has been reanalyzed, it may be seen as a composite, a syntagma and therefore ‘may acquire derivative force’ (Marchand 1969:211).

(4) **composite**
sequel
prequel
sidequel

This process resembles productive blend formation, where a first blend has been analyzed as a syntagma as well

(5) **blend as basis for a series**
Spanglish
Danglish
Polglish

Clipped compounds may function in a similar way (Hamans 2009)

(6) **clipped compounds**
infotainment
docutainment
meditainment

Here the notion of (in)dependency comes to play a role. The clipped form *info* is already a free form whereas the clipped segments *medi* and *tainment* still have a higher value on the scale of dependency, just as *preneur* (1) and *quel* (4).

In the final part of this paper the relation between ‘derivative force’ and ‘(in)dependency’ will be studied in detail, as to come to a refinement of Kastovsky’s scale (and against Hamans (2008) where clipped forms are described as nouns). (306 words)
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